FREEDOM
with men and horses, was easy enough. Then we began the
ascent of the valley of the turbulent Sining Ho, which was to
bring us to the capital.
We were approaching the mountains. The air grew lighter.
Fields, where nothing was as yet showing its head, were
covered with blue-tinged pebbles. Suddenly I realized that I
had left my revolver behind me at Lanchow. The lady
explorer having come without the principal item of her
equipment, was going to be at the mercy of the Tibetan
bears! But, as a matter of fact, she was rather pleased.
Circumstances which seem desperate are bound to arise, but
now I was, all at once, secure against the consequences of any
ill-considered gesture I might have been tempted to make.
On the evening of the fourth day we arrived below the
walls of Nienpai and found ourselves in the thick of a crowd
of dusty soldiers and camels. But, fearing that the gates
would not open early enough for us next morning, we
camped in the yard of a farm out amongst the fields. For
Peter, always the "Galloper," wanted to do the two stages
from there to Sining in one day.
The docile Wang fed the animals at midnight but called
me at one o'clock, thinking it was three. I was furious and
rounded on Peter for a bad interpreter. He admitted his
fault and added without a smile:
"I don't understand anything whatever. Why can't those
people talk the way I do?"
In reality the dialect of the north-west is very different
from the mandarin Chinese of Peking. To get water to wash
in, we had now to ask for fi, the local variation of the word
shui.
It was icy cold as we set out. A cutting wind swept
through the bare valley. The sun came up and produced a
series of magical horizontal effects, but that phase was of
brief duration. Before midday I was to suffer from its vertical
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